Assessment of the alpha 1 beta 2 contact structure of valency hybrid hemoglobins by ultraviolet difference spectra.
We have developed a rapid and useful method for purification of valency hybrid hemoglobins (alpha 2+ beta 2 and alpha 2 beta 2+: + denotes ferric heme) from a hemoglobin solution oxidized partially with ferricyanide by preparative high-performance liquid chromatography. This method does not involve the separation of hemoglobin subunits and the reconstitution of ferric and partner ferrous subunits. Using the valency hybrid hemoglobins thus prepared, the effect of the ferric spin state on the alpha 1 beta 2 subunit boundary structure was investigated by measuring the ultraviolet difference absorption spectra between the deoxy and the oxy valency hybrids associated with various ferric ligands (fluoride, aquo, azide and cyanide). All derivatives of both alpha 2+ beta 2 and alpha 2 beta 2+ showed the difference spectra characteristic of R-T quaternary structural transition. However, the magnitude of the difference spectral peak observed near 288 nm was larger for high-spin derivatives than for low-spin ones. The magnitude of the peak for the valency hybrid hemoglobin was closely correlated with the difference in the free energy of oxygen binding between the R and T states. Since the R state of high-spin hybrids is considered to be identical to that of low-spin hybrids, we concluded from these results that the alpha 1 beta 2 subunit boundary structure plays an important role in regulating the oxygen affinity of deoxy T state.